Pharmacologic and pharmacokinetic profile of class III antiarrhythmic drugs.
Cardiac arrhythmias frequently respond only to drugs that have as their predominant electrophysiologic effect the prolongation of repolarization and refractoriness. According to the Singh-Vaughan Williams classification, these drugs are known as class III agents. In the last few years, interest has increased in the development of class III antiarrhythmic drugs as alternatives to sodium channel blocking agents, which mainly affect cardiac conduction. Much of this interest results from a perceived danger of using drugs with sodium channel blocking properties, particularly in patients with ischemic heart disease, based on the results of the Cardiac Arrhythmia Suppression Trial (CAST) and several other trials. This article is a review of the pharmacology, including the pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics, of the most commonly used and investigated class III antiarrhythmic drugs. As will be seen from the discussion, each of these drugs has novel pharmacology that makes it applicable in specific clinical situations. Their putative effects on various arrhythmogenic mechanisms and their efficacy in treating specific target arrhythmias will be addressed.